What does it take to compete for high-tech company facilities these days? According to experts, that one critical ingredient is infrastructure-rich research and science parks. We will explore the changing world of research park development and highlight those areas that are doing the best job at securing knowledge-intensive capital.

RESEARCH & SCIENCE PARKS

Socially responsible companies look for more than access to the right workers and competitive real estate and utilities costs. They want to be in the company of other such businesses. They gravitate to locations known to be centers of cleantech and green energy activity, sustainable redevelopment and policies that foster environmental stewardship. Our rankings reveal the states and metros doing the best job at this according to several objective sustainability measures.

SUSTAINABILITY RANKINGS

Why are some locations magnets for venture capital and entrepreneurship and others can’t get noticed by those wanting to fast-track their startup enterprises to success? Because the magnet locations are about more than a marketing slogan. They are entire ecosystems of resources for ensuring new enterprises a successful transition from startup to going concern. Our report will explain.

REGIONAL STARTUP ECOSYSTEMS

Can the companies your location is targeting find the talent they need in the right supply? Is your location speaking the language of talent acquisition — credentialing, talent assessment — and demonstrating it can deliver the workers, millennial or otherwise, they most require? This report will showcase locations that make this challenge look easy.

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Advances in air transportation and space exploration are keeping airport and spaceport locations on the receiving end of a steady stream of new investments and facility expansions. Our report will look at the criteria at work in aerospace facility location decisions and profile representative projects to illustrate those criteria’s import.

AEROSPACE

Where are renewable energy firms locating new power plants and new corporate facilities? How are companies implementing renewables into their own portfolios’ power mix? This report looks worldwide for answers to both questions.

RENEWABLE ENERGY
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Area Spotlights

New projects and trends will be covered in the following state, regional and international spotlights:

States
Arkansas  Dakotas  Indiana  Louisiana
Maine  Missouri  New Jersey  Oklahoma
West Virginia

Regions
Atlantic Canada  New York - Tech Valley
Rocky Mountain States (CO, ID, MT, UT, WY)
US-Mexico Border

International
Southeast Asia
Top Caribbean Locations

Advertising space deadline is June 2nd.
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